, Gravity wave-driven fluctuations in the O2 atmospheric (0-1) nightglow from an extended, dissipative emission region, J. Geophys. In particular, we demonstrate that our modeled values of • ar• sensitive to the quenching effects of atomic oxygen and hence also to the production mechanism of the(O 2
INTRODUCTION
The modeling of the effects of gravity waves on various nightglow emissions has made significant progress in the last few years, and has totally superseded the original theoretical treatment of Krassovsky [1972] . In that study, Krassovsky The layout of this paper is as follows. In the theory section we review the chemistry relevant to the O2(0- In this paper we model the emission fluctuations of the 02 atmospheric O2 b•E + nightglow due to gravity waves, evanescent waves, and acoustic waves using the basic model formalism of Schubert et al. [1991] [1991], except that we employ the chemistry appropriate to the 02 atmospheric emission. Here, as in the work by Hickey et al. [1992] , we employ a basic state derived from the model of Garcia and Solomon [1985] . We use their nighttime values of atomic oxygen number densities and their diurnally averaged values for the major gas density (N9. and 09.), the temperature and the eddy diffusivities. The significance ofmsing these model-derived values is that they are all calculated selfconsistently, in contrast to some previous studies in which the eddy diffusivities were arbitrarily chosen and prescribed to be altitude independent. For consistency with Garcia and Solomon [1985] , the Prandtl number is taken equal to 2 in the calculation of the thermal diffusivity.
The reactions appropriate for the 09. atmospheric (0-1) band nightglow are listed in Table 1 . We employ both the threebody recombination (Chapman) Some of the parameters listed in Table 1 deserve further   TABLE 1 First, we discuss the derivation of the perturbation equations applicable to the two-step process because the equations for the three-body recombination reaction are a simplification of these.
In the Eulerian reference frame, the continuity equation for the individual species perturbation number density is written Here, n is the species number density, T is temperature, and P and L are chemical production and loss terms, respectively; co is the circular frequency of the wave perturbation; and H ( 
General Results
In the first set of results we employ the nominal reaction coefficients listed in Table 1 depend more on the undisturbed atmosphere than on the increases rapidly to 180 ø and then remains approximately reaction scheme. At shortevanescentperiods thephase of<q> constant (it actually increases slightly beyond 180 ø, increases and then decreases very abruptly, after which it accounting for the abrupt change in phase to about -180ø). At remains approximately constant. As the period increases into periods slightly greater than the midpoint of the evanescent the gravity wave regime, the phase of <•!> decreases steadily region the phase rapidly changes to zero, and then remains so subject to some modification due to the effects of interference until internal gravity wave periods are reached. The extent in at periods of 0.5 hour or more. At very long periods (>8 hours) period of the region of constant phase at evanescent periods the phase of <q> is again more sensitive to the state of the depends strongly on season and the reaction scheme employed undisturbed atmosphere than it is to the particular reaction (Figure 7b ). It is broader in March and also when the two-step scheme. The large swings in the phase of <q> at periods of reactions are included. At gravity wave periods the phase hours are associated more with the definition that it be between decreases uniformly except for some interference-related peaks +180 ø than with interference effects. at periods of about 5 hours. These only occur for the results In Figure 7a (t x = 500 kin) there is a general increase in I<q>l which include the three-body recombination scheme alone. with increasing wave period that is interrupted by sharp The results for 3, x = 1000 km shown in Figure 8 resemble variations in I<q>l in the evanescent wave regime. At longer those shown in Figure 7 for )•x = 500 kin. The main differences gravity wave periods the effects of interference are more notice-are that for the larger value of )•x the evanescent region extends able for results obtained with the three-body recombination to greater periods, while at long periods both the magnitude scheme than with those obtained with the further inclusion of and phase of <q> are less sensitive to season or to the the two-step scheme. At the longest periods, I<q>l is inclusion of the two-step reaction scheme.
considerably larger in March than in June and, for a given In summary, these results have shown that at evanescent and month, it is also considerably larger for the reaction scheme short gravity wave periods it is not possible to discriminate that includes the two-step reaction.
between seasonal effects and between the effects of different This change has a negligibly small effect on <q> at acoustic and gravity wave periods, but decreases the magnitude of the discontinuity in I<q>l and increases the magnitude of the discontinuity in the phase of <q> at evanescent periods. , and found similar overall agreement as we have found in our comparisons. In spite of the fact that dissipation appears to be unimportant for most of the observed waves, differences exist between our calculated values of <Xl> and those of Zhang et al. [1992b] . This is because there are other differences between these two models. First, we incorporate the nonisothermal contributions to the intensity-weighted temperature in our calculations of <xl>, as described by Schubert and Walterscheid [1992a].
Comparison With Data
Applying the production and loss terms provided in Table 2  Our 
